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ABSTRACT

This dissertation presents new heuristic search
algorithms, the Guided Minimum Detour (GMD) algorithm and
the Line-by~Line Guided Minimum Detour (LGMD) algorithm for
searching rectilinear (Lx) shortest paths in the presence
of rectilinear obstacles.

The GMD algorithm combines the

best features of maze-running algorithms and line-search
algorithms. The LGMD algorithm is a modification of the GMD
algorithm that improves on efficiency using line-by-line
extensions.

Our GMD and LGMD algorithms always find a

rectilinear shortest path using the guided A* search method
without constructing a connection graph that contains a
shortest path.

The GMD algorithm and the GMD algorithm can

be implemented in 0(m+(e+N) loge) and 0((e+N) loge) time,
respectively, and 0(e+N) space, where m is the total number
of searched nodes, e is the number of boundary sides of
obstacles, and N is the total number of searched line
segments.

We consider the problem of finding a shortest

path in terms of the number of bends and the combined
length and bends.

vi

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The problem of finding a shortest path in the presence
of rectilinear obstacles has applications in robotics, VLSI
design, and geographical information systems [13] .

In VLSI

design, there are two basic classes of sequential
algorithms: maze-running algorithms and line-search
algorithms.

These algorithms are aimed mostly at finding

an obstacle-avoiding path, preferably the shortest one,
between two given points.

The maze-running algorithms can

be characterized as target-directed grid extension.

The

first such algorithm is Lee algorithm [12], which is an
application of the breadth-first shortest path search
algorithm.

The major disadvantage of the original Lee

algorithm is that it requires 0(n2) memory and running time
in the worst case for nXn grid graphs.

In addition, each

node requires O(logL) bits, where L is the length of the
shortest path from a source node s to a target node t.

It

is desirable to reduce the memory requirement for each
node.

More important, the size of search space must be

reduced, since the running time is proportional to this
size.

There are a large number of variations (e.g.,

[1] [6] [7] [8][10] [13] [14] [17] [18] [19] [20] [22] [23]) of the
1

2

original Lee algorithm.

Akers [1] modified the Lee

algorithm by introducing a coding scheme, which requires
two bits per node regardless of the value L.

Hart et al.

[8] proposed the idea of using a lower bound on the
Manhattan distance between a source node and a target node.
Hadlock applied this to the shortest path algorithm, called
Minimum Detour algorithm [7].

For each node, he used a new

labeling method called detour number which is the total
number of nodes moves away from a target node t.

For a

path from the source node s to the target node t with
detour number d, its length is M(srt)+2d, d> 0, where
M{s,t) is the Manhattan distance between s and t.

The

minimum detour algorithm searches a shortest path by
minimizing the detour number d.

Since M(s,t) is fixed for

a given pair (s,t), a path from s to t is a shortest one if
d is minimum.

The minimum detour algorithm guarantees

finding the shortest path using time between 0(n) and 0{n2)
for nXn grid graphs.

Although a depth-first search method

usually finds suboptimal paths in the grid graph, the
method is useful to reduce search space compared with a
breadth-first search method.

Soukup [23] incorporated the

depth-first search with the breadth-first search to reduce
search space and time.

This algorithm guarantees finding a

path if it exists, but not necessarily the shortest one.
The Soukup algorithm executes the depth-first search from

3

the s toward t using a "don't change direction" heuristic
until an obstacle is hit or the target node t is reached.
If an obstacle is hit, then the breadth-first search is
used for searching around the obstacle until a grid node
directs toward the target node t is found, and this
procedure is repeated until the target node t is reached.
All partial paths generated by maze-running algorithms
are represented by unit grid line segments. These
algorithms are still considered memory-and-time
inefficient.

Line-search algorithms have been proposed to

achieve improved performance.

Since such algorithms search

a path as a sequence of line segments of variable length,
they save memory and quickly find a simple-shaped path.
The major drawback of the line-search algorithms is that
they usually do not guarantee finding a shortest path.

The

idea behind these algorithms is to reduce the size of
representation for all searched grid nodes by a set of long
line segments.
in [9] and [15].

The firsts of such algorithms are reported
The line-search algorithm given in [9] is

similar to the one in [15].

The difference is that the

algorithm in [9] generates significantly fewer trial lines
at every level.

Several recent line-search algorithms

(e.g., [4][13][16][21][24]) are based on powerful
computational geometry techniques.

Wu et al. [24]

introduced a rather small connection graph, the track

4

graph, which contains the shortest path, but it is not a
strong connection graph, i.e., the track graph may not
contain a shortest path between a pair of two points.

The

run time of their algorithm is 0((e+k)logt), where e is the
total number of boundary sides of obstacles, t is the total
number of extreme edges of all obstacles, and k is the
number of intersections among obstacle tracks, which is
bounded by 0(t2) . Zheng et al. [26] proposed an efficient
geometric algorithm for constructing a connection graph Gc.
They presented a framework for designing a class of timeand-space efficient rectilinear shortest path and
rectilinear minimum spanning tree algorithms based on Gc.
De Rezende et al. [21] considered a special case that all
obstacles are rectangles.

Their algorithm constructs a

strong connection graph and finds a shortest path from s to
t in time O(nlogn), where n is the number of obstacles.
Clarkson et al. [4] generalized the shortest path problem
to the case of arbitrarily shaped obstacles.
algorithm runs in time O(n±og2n) . For

Their

the special case

where obstacles are just rectilinear line segments, Berg et
al. [2] studied the shortest path problem in a combined
metric that generalizes the Lx metric and the rectilinear
link metric.

A good survey of algorithms for the

rectilinear shortest path problem can be found in [13].
Most of these line-search algorithms can find a shortest

5

path with subquadratic time and memory in the worst cases
using a connection graph that contains the shortest paths.
Heuristic algorithms, however, may still perform in
practice better for the shortest path problems.
In this dissertation, we introduce two new heuristic
algorithms, the Guided Minimum Detour (GMD) algorithm and
the Line-by-Line Guided Minimum Detour (LGMD) algorithm.
The GMD algorithm incorporates the best features of mazerunning algorithms and line-search algorithms.

The

algorithm constructs node by node a path from a source node
to a target node.

This maze-running feature guarantees

that the GMD algorithm always finds the shortest path if
one exists.

The GMD algorithm uses a heuristic search

method called guided A*.

It is the A* search [8] with the

heuristic "don't change direction."

In addition, the

underlying data structure used for storing the intermediate
results maintains extended line segments on a grid graph
that is much sparser than the original grid search graph.
These line segments are characterized by a set of special
grid points called base nodes.

The technique described in

this paper reduces space, compared with the existing mazerunning algorithms.

On the basis of GMD algorithm, we

present a modified algorithm called the LGMD algorithm.
Both the GMD algorithm and the LGMD algorithm do not need a
connection graph. The LGMD algorithm is a line-search

6

algorithm, which improves on the existing GMD algorithm's
drawback--the running time--without losing solution
optimality.

In the worst case, our GMD and LGMD algorithms

have the time and space complexities comparable to those of
existing algorithms.

In most cases, however, our

algorithms provide significant time and space improvements.
1.1. Maze-Running Algorithms
Since our algorithm is based on the existing mazerunning algorithms, it is instructive to briefly describe
some of these algorithms. Such a survey, which is not
intended to be complete, is important in comparing our
algorithm with previously known results.
The Lee algorithm [12] is usually referred to as a wave
propagation method.

This algorithm consists of these

phases: search, path trace, and label clearance.

In the

search phase, the cells are labeled in a systematic way.
Initially, a label "1" is entered in every available cell
adjacent to the cell containing the source node s.

Then, a

label "2" is entered in every available cell adjacent to
these labeled "1"; and so on.

Such a process is continued

until either the cell containing the target node t is
reached, or in the kth iteration no available cell adjacent
to those labeled "k-1" exists. In the former case, a path
from node s to node t is found. The latter case indicates
that no path from s to t exists.

This search can be viewed

7

as a breadth-first-search, and it is similar to the
movement of the wave front created by dropping a pebble
into a pool of water.
When the target node is reached in the search phase,
path trace phase is followed.

By tracing the labeled cells

in descending order from t to s, a shortest path is
obtained.

Finally, all labeled cells except these that

make the founded path are unlabeled. This process is called
label clearance, which is almost the same as the search
phase.
The Lee algorithm requires 0(n2) memory for an n X n
grid.

In addition, each node requires O(logL) bits where L

is the length of a shortest path from s to t.
0(L2) running time, and 0(n2) in the worst case.

It requires
It is

desirable to reduce the memory requirement for each node.
More importantly, the size of search space must be reduced,
since the running time is proportional to this size.
Akers [1] modified the Lee algorithm by introducing a
coding scheme, which requires two bits per node regardless
of the value L.

Examples of previous efforts in reducing

size of search space are discussed in the following
subsections.

Figure 1 shows an example of extended nodes

for Lee algorithm.
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Expanded Nodes for Lee Algorithm

Hart et. al [8] proposed the idea using a lower bound
on the Manhattan distance between an source node and a
target node.

Hadlock applied this to the shortest path

algorithm, called Minimum Detour algorithm.

He used a new

labeling method, called detour number, for each node. To
present the length of path from its source node s to its
target node t, the detour number d that is the total number
of times the path moves away from its target node t, and
the Manhattan distance M are used such that:
M(s, t) + 2d, where

d > 0.

The minimum detour algorithm searches its shortest
path using the

minimized detour number d.

A path length

from s to fc is

the shortest one when d is theminimum
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detour number of the path with respect to t, since the path
length M{s, t)+2d is constant and d is minimized.

In this

algorithm, the wave-front nodes are classified to two
classes; one contains the positive nodes that move toward a
target node t to be put on P-stack, the other one contains
the negative nodes that move away from the node t to be put
on N-stack.

The positive wave-front nodes in P-stack are

unstacked and expanded to their neighbors. Then the
expanded nodes are put on P-stack or N-stack.

If P-stack

is empty, all nodes in N-stack are moved to P-stack and the
expansion is repeated until a target node t is found.
Figure 2 shows extended nodes for Hadlock algorithm.
The minimum detour algorithm guarantees to find the
shortest path using time between 0{n) and 0(n2) for an n

xn

grid plane. Figure 2 shows how the same problem in previous
section is solved using Hadlock's algorithm.
Although depth-first-search methods usually find
suboptimal paths on a grid graph, the methods are useful to
reduce search space compared with breadth-first-search
methods.

Soukup [23] incorporates a depth-first-search

with a breadth-first-search in order to reduce search space
and time.

This algorithm guarantees to find a path if

there exists, but not necessarily an optimal path.
Initially, the Soukup algorithm executes a depth-firstsearch from a source node toward a target node using "don't
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change direction" heuristic until an obstacle is hit or a
target node is found.

If an obstacle is hit, then a

breadth-first-search is used for searching around the
obstacle until a node directs to a target node, and above
procedures are repeated.

Figure 3 shows how the same

problem in the previous example is solved using Soukup1s
Fast Maze Router algorithm.
1.2. Line-search Algorithms
All above mentioned algorithms and many of their
variations are based on grid expansion.

They are called

maze-running algorithm. Since data must be kept for each
grid nodes, the memory requirements this class of
algorithms are excessive.

Another class of path-finding

algorithms, referred to as line-search algorithms aim at
reducing memory resources required.

The idea behind these

algorithms is to eliminate the representation of all
available grid nodes by representing the search space and
paths with a set of line segments.

The first of such

algorithms is reported in [9] and [15]. The basic
operations of algorithm of [15] are as follows.

First,

straight lines are emanated from a source node s to a
target node t in four directions.

These search lines are

called level-0 trial lines and stored in a temporary
storage. Then, the path search is conducted by a iterating
process.

At the ith iteration step, the following
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operations are performed: Pick up level-i trial lines one
by one from the temporary storage.
line, trace all grid nodes.

Along each such trial

Emanate new lines

perpendicular to the trial line from these base nodes.
These newly generated line segments, which end either at
the boundary of an obstacle or the boundary of the grid,
are identified as level-(i+1) trial lines.

All level-(i+1)

trial lines are stored in a temporary storage.

This

process continues until a trial line from s meets a trial
line from t.

This algorithm finds a path from s to t if

there exists one, but the path is not generated to be the
shortest one. The line-search algorithm given in [9] is
similar to the one in [15]. The difference is that the
algorithm in [9] generates significantly less trial lines
at every level.

It requires less memory, but does not

necessarily find a path from s to fc even such a path
exists. Several recent line-search algorithms are based on
powerful computational geometry techniques.

These

algorithms can find shortest path using subquadratic time
and memory in the worst cases.

However, heuristic

algorithms may still perform better for most real routing
problems in practice.

The examples for the line_search

algorithms in [9] and [15] are shown in Figure 4 and Figure
5, respectively.
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CHAPTER 2
A NEW ALGORITHM: GUIDED MINIMUM DETOUR ALGORITHM (GMD)
Let G be an n X n uniform grid graph that consists of a
set of grid nodes {(x,y) |x and y are integers such that
l<x,y<n} and grid edges connecting grid nodes that are unit
distance apart.

The length between any two adjacent grid

nodes in G is assumed to be 1.

A horizontal (vertical)

grid line segment is a path consists of horizontal
(vertical) grid edges.

Let B={B1,B2, ,Bpt } be a set of

mutually disjoint rectilinear simple polygons with
boundaries on G.

Each polygon in B is an obstacle.

Let

G' denote a partial grid of G that consists of grid nodes
that are not contained in the interior of any obstacle in
B, and grid edges that are not incident to interior grid
nodes of any obstacle in B (see Figure 6.a).
Let H be an (n+1)X(n+1) grid node set {(x,y) |x=i-0.5,
y-j-0.5, i and j are integers such that l<i,j <n+l} and
grid edges connecting grid nodes that are unit distance
apart.
a cell.

Each face formed by four grid nodes of H is called
We define the offset representation H' of G' as

the portion of grid H with all cells in the interior of
portions corresponding obstacles in B removed (see Figure
6.b).

G and H are equivalent.
14

We use the offset

15

representation to demonstrate the maze-running features of
the GMD algorithm in our figures.
To simplify presentation and analysis, we construct a
grid structure G" from G' as follows (see Figure 6.c).
Define a horizontal (vertical) line segment l=(u,v) in G'
as a maximal horizontal (vertical) line
does not cross any Bj in B,

segment of G'if 1

and u and v are the only two

points on 1 that are on the boundaries of G or obstacles in
B.

Let HL(G')={1\1=(u,v)

segment of G' such that at

is a maximal vertical line
least one of its endpoints u and

v is a corner of some B1 in B} and VL(G')-(111= (u, v) is a
maximal vertical line segment of G' such that at least one
of its endpoints u and v is a corner of some Bi in B}. Let
L{G',B) be the set of line segments that form the
boundaries of G and obstacles in B.

Let Ls be the set of

all maximal line segments that include s and Lt be the set
of all maximal line segments on the lines passing through
t.

The nodes of G" are the intersection points of the line

segments in L(G',B)uHL(G')UFL(G')ULsULt, and the edges of
G" are the subsegments generated by the intersections.
IL(G',B) \=e.

Let

Clearly, G" is a graph much sparser than G'

in most cases, since the numbers of nodes and edges in G"
are at most 0(e2).

Consider any path P' from s to t in G'.

It is easy to verify that, starting from s, one can "bend"
P' to obtain a modified path P" in G" such that the length
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of P" is no larger than the length of P'. Therefore, we
have the following lemma.
Lemma 1.

If there exists a path from s to t in G',

then the shortest path from s to t in G" is a shortest
path from s to t in G'.

By this fact, the search of a shortest path can be
restricted to G".

As some existing algorithms (e.g., the

ones in [21][24][25]), our GMD and LGMD algorithms search a
shortest path in an implicit connection graph, which is the
reduced grid graph G".

A refined feature of our algorithms

is that, unlike previous algorithms that generate a reduced
search graph (track graph or connection graph) prior to a
search, our underlying search graph G" is never explicitly
constructed.
Let G1" denote the grid graph obtained from G" by
adding grid nodes to G" such that any two adjacent nodes
are unit distance apart
a subgraph of G'.

(see Figure 6.d).

Clearly, G1" is

With respect to Gr", a directed path P

is represented by P{ v1—>v2—>...—»vm) with node set (vl; v2, ... ,
vm} and edge set {(vi, vi+1): i=l, ... , m-1} .

If v1 is a

neighbor grid node of v2, the edge vx—>v2 is called a unit
line segment with length 1.
L(P) , is m-1.

The length of P, denoted by
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Offset Grid of
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Figure 6. Definitions of the Grid Graphs

For any path P in G-^", the detour length of P, denoted
by D L (P), is the total number of grid nodes that proceed
away from the target node t in P.
in P= (s—

u—»v—

For a line segment u—»v

»fc) , DL[u—>v] is a detour length of the

subpath Ps= (s—»...—»u—>v) , i.e., DL[u-^v]=DL(Ps).

Let M(s,t)

denote the Manhattan Distance between s and t in G1".
Clearly, L{P)=M{s, t)+2-DL(P) is the length of a shortest
path P from s to t if DL(P)<DL(P'), where P' is any path
from s to t.

In the following theorem, we restate the main

results of [7].
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Theorem 1 [7].

1. A path P= (s—»...—»t) has a length L(P) =M(s,t)+2-DL{ P) .
2. Let P' be a subpath of P from s to x with DL{P').
3. Then L{P')=M(s,t) + 2 -DL(P') - M{x,t).
4. If P is a shortest path from s to fc, then
DL (P)=min{DL(P') \P' is a path from s to t}.
5. The path generated by the minimum detour algorithm of
[7] is a shortest one with the minimized DL{P).
A path P can be represented as a sequence of directed
line segments such that no two consecutive line segments
have the

same direction.

A subpath D= (r—>u—»v-»w)in

P is

called a

detour (Figure 7.a and 2.b), if directionsof the

three consecutive line segments r—»u, u-»v, and v—>w are
different.

We say that a detour D is reducible if

(i) there exists a subpath R= (p—>u—>v—»g) of D where p is
on

r—>u, q is on v—>w, and L (p—>u) =L (v—>g) >0 ,

(ii) R is also a detour,

and

(iii) R makes the maximum size of rectangle where the
edge p—>q does not intersect any obstacle.
Otherwise, D is a non-reducible.

Examples of

reducible detours are shown in Figure 7.a.

Reducible

detours should be reduced prior to the generation of the
w—>...—>t path. The paths r—>p-»g—>w in Figure 7.b are reduced
detours.

Examples of non-reducible detours are shown in

Figure 7.b.
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If a currently extending line segment 1 hits a grid
node ofG" with holding one of the following
the grid

conditions,

node b iscalled a base node:

(i) if b is on a outer boundary of G",
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

if b is ona boundary of an obstacle of

B,

if b is acorner node of B, or
if b is ona line passing through t.

In addition, the source node is a special case of a base
node.
In Figure 8, we show all possible base nodes of an
example G ".
Our GMD algorithm is similar to the Minimum Detour (MD)
algorithm given in [7].

Both of the GMD and MD algorithms

belong to the class of A* algorithm.

For any instance,

both the GMD and MD algorithms find a shortest path from s
to t, if it exists.
follows.

The differences between them are as

The MD algorithm is a maze-running algorithm,

whereas the GMD algorithm is a combination of maze-running
and line-search algorithms.

The searched space of the GMD

algorithm is represented by a set of line segments, instead
of grid nodes of G'.

Also, the GMD algorithm employs the

powerful "don't change direction" heuristic along with the
use of detour number.
Each line segment u—>v in COMPLETE consists of a 4tuple (dir, C, DL, p), where
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(i) dir is a direction of u—>v;
(ii) C is coordinates of the two end points of u—>v;
(iii) DL is a detour length of the subpath
Ps= (s—»...—»u—»v) , i.e., £>L[u-»v] =DL{PS); and
(iv) p is a pointer that points a predecessor line
segment of u—>v.
The line segments are extended as follows.

Line

segments to be extended are always taken one by one from
the queue OLD.

When a line segment u—>v is taken from OLD,

the node v is checked as to whether it is a base node or
not.

If it is a base node, then extensions from v to all

possible directions are considered.

Then, u—>v is stored

in COMPLETE and the line segments from v to the neighbors
(v—>w) are created.

If v is not a base node, the "don't

change direction" heuristic is enforced by extending u—>vto
u—>w.

Each line segment is extended to one unit or a grid

node at a time and controlled by the value of the global
detour length d.

Line extensions from v of u—>v keep

proceeding until (i) an extension is directed away from the
target node t, or (ii) a base node or a visited node is
hit.

When a line segment is extending one unit away from

the target node t, the detour length of the line segment is
increased by 1.

Then, if the detour length of the line

segment is greater than d, the line segment is added to a
queue NEW for the next iteration; otherwise, the line
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segment continues its extensions.

When OLD becomes empty,

all line segments in NEW are moved into OLD, d is increased
by 1, and NEW is reset to empty.
An important operation that reduces the search space is
the elimination of the reducible detours defined above.
This operation also reduces the search space of the LGMD
algorithm, which will be explained in section 4.

A detour

r—>u—>v—>w can be easily detected during the search by
tracing back two segments.

When such a detour is detected,

the procedure DEL_RD is called to detect and delete a
reducible detour only when L(v—»w') is less than L(r—>u) ,
where w' is the first unvisited base node in direction
v—»w.

The reason DEL_RD is called only when Liv—tw1)<L(r-^u)

is that if L(r—>u)<L(v—>w'), a path with a non-reducible
detour can be generated before the path r—»u—»v—>w', which
may have a reducible detour, is constructed.

Let w* be an

intersected point on v—>w' by a perpendicular line segment
from r toward v—>w' (see Figure 9) . There are two cases of
L (r—>u) <L (v—>w') :
(i) No obstacle on r-»w* (Figure 9.a).

The path r—>w*

has been generated before r-^u-^v-tw* is constructed,
since DL{r-^w*) is smaller than DL {r—^u—^v—^w*) .
(ii) Obstacle(s) on r—>w* (Figure 9.b).

The path

r—>o^p—>g has been generated before r—»u—>v—»g is
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constructed, since DL{r—>o—>p—$q) is smaller than
DL(r-»u->v-»g) .
When DEL_RD is called, a reducible detour has to be
changed to a non-reducible detour.

The procedure is to

find a line segment u'—>v' (refer to Figure 10.c)
satisfying the following conditions such that:
(i) u'—>v' is parallel to u—>v,
(ii) u'—>v' does not intersect any obstacle, and
(iii) the length of w'—>v' should be minimized.
In the example of Figure 10, nine emanating lines
(dotted lines) are generated.

If the final emanating line

segment, u'—>v' (refer to Figure 10.c), overlaps u—»v, the
detour is not reducible.

Otherwise, the reducible detour

r—»u—>v—>w' is reduced to r—»
10.d.

u

a

s

shown in Figure

More details of the GMD algorithm are given below.

Figure 11 shows examples solved by the GMD algorithm.

W
a. No Obstacle on

r^>w*

w*

<7

Wv

b. Obstacle(s) on r—>w*

Figure 9. No Calling the Procedure DEL_RD for These Detours
(r—>u—¥v-^>w)
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t:Target Node

Examples for the GMD Algorithm

Guided Minimum Detour Algorithm
// for brevity, "S <=" and "S ==> " indicate addition to and deletion from S, respectively //
algorithm GMD (s , t );
1 If s = t then stop;
endif;
2 NEW <= null; OLD «= a— »s; COMPLETE <= null; d:= 0;
3 while OLD is not empty do
4
5

OLD => u—>v;
SEARCH (m—»v);
endwhile;

6 if NEW is empty then stop; // no path from s to t exists //
endif;
7 d : = d + 1;
8 OLD := A/LW; /VLW := null;
9 go to 3;
end GMD
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procedure SEARCH (m—»v);
1 if DL[u->v]>d then NEW<=u->v; //DL[u-^v] is a detour length of P=(s^>.. .-»m->v)//
2

elseif v is a base node then

3

COMPLETE <= u-»v;

4

for each unvisited neighbor node w of v do;

5

create a line segment v—>w;

6

if w is f then stop; // a path from s to t is found //

7

elseif v—>w makes a detour r—>u—>v—

then

8

if w is an unvisted base node then change v—

9

else extend v— to v—>w' in direction v— until a visited
node or an unvisited base node is reached;
endif;

10

if w' is an unvisited base node and L(v—

11

v—>w ;= DEL RD (r—

12

update DL[v—>w] if necessary;

13

SEARCH (v->w);

to v—>w';

< L(r—>u) then

—)wr)\

14

else return(); // w' is a visited node //
endif;
endif;
endif;
endfor;

15

elseif a neighbor node w of v in direction w-»v is unvisited then

16

if w = t then stop; // a path from s to t is found II

17

else extend m—>v to m—>w; // don't change direction //

18

SEARCH (m->w);
endif;
endif;
endif;
endif;

19return();
end SEARCH
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procedure D E L R D (r—>u—>v—>wr); // deleting reducible detour if exists //
1 flag := 1; v' := w';
2 emanate an orthogonal line from w' toward r—tu until a line segment is hit;
// let the line segment be U //
3 if U hits r->M then // let the hit point be u' //
4

case flag of

5

1: return(M,->v'); 2: return(v'->w');
endcase;
elseif t/ hits an obstacle then // let the hit obstacle line segment be &—»&'//

6
7
8
9

while £/ hits an obstacle do
select one of b and b' close to w—»v; // let the selected one be e //

10

emanated an orthogonal line, U, from e toward r—m until a line segment is hit;
endwhile;
if U hits r—>u then // let the hit point be u' //

11

emanate an orthogonal line, D, from u' toward v—>w' until a line segment is hit;

12

while D hits an obstacle do // let the hit line segment be b-^V //

13

select one of b and b' close to u—»v; // let the selected one be e //

14

emanated an orthogonal line, D, from e toward r->u until a line segment is hit;
endwhile;

15

if D hits v—>w' then // let the hit point be v' //

16

17

emanate an orthogonal line, U, from v' toward r->u until a line segment is hit;
endif;
endif;
endif;

flag := 2; goto 3;
endif;
end DEL RD

CHAPTER 3
ANALYSIS OF THE GMD ALGORITHM
For the length of a path from s to t, an obvious lower
bound is M(s,t), the Manhattan distance between s and t.
By theorem 1, if a path from s to t with length M(s,t)+2d,
d SO, does not exist, where d is a non-negative integer,
then the length of shortest path from s to t is at least
M(s,t)+2(d+1).

Our GMD algorithm uses the same principle

of the MD algorithm, i.e., it exhausts all possible paths
of length M(s, t)+2d in G±" before searching for paths of
length M(s, t) +2 (d+1) in Gj".

By Lemma 1 and Theorem 1, we

have the following claim:
Theorem 3. The path P= (s—>...—»fc) generated by the GMD
algorithm is an obstacle avoiding shortest path.

As the MD algorithm, the GMD algorithm belongs to the
class of "wave propagation" algorithms (they are also
called grid expansion algorithms), even though the searched
space of the GMD algorithm is represented by a set of line
segments.

By incorporating the "don't change direction"

heuristic in our algorithm, the number of wave front line
segments in the GMD algorithm could be much smaller than
the number of wave front nodes in existing maze-running
algorithms like the MD algorithm, etc.
28

A side effect of
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the heuristic, however, is that the extension of a line
segment may "overshoot" along its direction so that a
"shortcut" may be bypassed.

To adjust the bypassing, the

GMD algorithm deletes reducible detours.

Line-search

techniques are used in detecting and deleting the reducible
detours.

During the grid extensions, the GMD algorithm

generates branches only at base nodes.

When a reducible

detour is detected, the line segment that forms the
"shortcut" overlaps at least one boundary side of an
obstacle in B.

Therefore, all the line segments generated

during the execution of the GMD algorithm are on G".
Recall that G" contains at most 0(e2) edges and G" is a
graph much sparser than G.

The performance of the GMD

algorithm can be expected much better than the MD
algorithm.
To compare the GMD algorithm with the MD algorithm, we
separate the portion of grid searched by node-by-node grid
expansion and the portion searched by detour detection and
deletion.

The overheads caused by reducible detour

detection and deletion will be evaluated shortly.

We

define the set of searched nodes by the GMD (resp. MD)
algorithm as the set of all grid nodes of Gx" visited by
grid expansion.
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Theorem 4.

The set of searched nodes by the GMD

algorithm is a subset of the set of searched nodes by
the

MD algorithm.

Proof.

Let SGMD be the set of the searched nodes of the

GMD algorithm and SMD be the set of the searched nodes
of the MD algorithm.
such that fkzSGMD.

Let /? be a set of all base nodes

Because of the "don't change

direction" heuristic used in the GMD algorithm, there
is at most one choice of extension for every non-base
node in SGMD instead of at most three choices for every
node in SMD except a start node s.
that geSGMD and g&fi.
g.

Let g be a node such

Assume there is no obstacle around

Then, g is also in SMD, since, by the "don't change

direction, " the extended nodes in SGMD are selected from
the nodes in SMD.

Since g is not a base node, g has

only one choice, g', to be extended toward a goal node
by the GMD.

However, g has two choices, g' and g",

toward a goal node by the MD.
So, SGMDczSMD•

Then g''£SGMD and g"eSMD.

I—I

Now let us analyze the time complexity of the GMD
algorithm.

We difine three basic operations related the

GMD algorithm:
(i) Given a grid node p of G" and a direction d, find
the first base node in CRITICAL encountered by a line
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emanating from p in direction d.

We refer to this

operation as finding the first base node in CRITICAL.
(ii) Given a grid node p of G" and a direction d, find
the first boundary side of obstacles in B encountered
by a line emanating from p in direction d.

We refer

to this operation as finding the first element in B.
(iii) Given a grid node p of G" and a direction d, find
the first segment in COMPLETE encountered by a line
emanating from p in direction d.

We refer to this

operation as finding the first element in COMPLETE.
First, consider the time for node-by-node extension
operations.

If we store set of all boundary edges of G'

and vertical and horizontal line segments through the
target node t, called CRITICAL, into the tree-like data
structure Th given in [5] , then each operation of finding
the first base node in CRITICAL can be carried out in
O(loge) time [5], where e is the total number of line
segments in CRITICAL.

If we store all the searched grid

nodes of G" that are on the line segments of COMPLETE in a
binary search tree Tc, then each operation of finding the
first element in COMPLETE can be carried out in 0{logN)
time, where N is the total number of searched line segments
in G". This operation is used for investigating whether a
current line segment hits a line segment in COMPLETE or
not.

Let m be the total number of nodes of G1" visited by
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grid expansions, i.e., m=\SGMD\.

Since there are 0(e) base

nodes among these visited nodes and 0(N) line segments
composed by these visited nodes, then the total time for
grid expansions is 0(m+eloge+NlogN) .
The rest of the computations are associated with
reducible detour detection and deletion.

There are two

related basic operations defined above.
(i) finding the first element in B.
(ii) finding the first element in COMPLETE.
Using the tree-like data structure Th [5] , each
operation of finding the first element in B can be carried
out in O(loge) time.

Th is a static data structure, which

can be constructed in O(eloge) time and 0(e) space.
Each operation of
can be carried out in

finding the first element in COMPLETE
O(logiV) time, where N is the total

number of searched line segments in G".

Furthermore,

inserting and deleting grid nodes of G" can be done in
O(logN) time.

Therefore, detecting and deleting a

reducible detour takes 0(tloge+logW) time, where t is the
number of trial lines
detour.

(dotted lines in Figure lO.a-c) for a

Since the sum of the

trial lines for all the

detours constructed during the execution of the GMD
algorithm cannot exceed e, the total time required for
processing detours is 0( eloge+elogi\J) . Taking into account
all the time required for grid extensions and manipulating
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data structures Th and Tc, the time complexity of the GMD
algorithm is 0(m+eloge+i\7logiV) .

Since N=0(e2), the time

complexity of the GMD algorithm is 0(m+(e+N)loge). The
memory space required is 0(e+N) . On the basis of above
analysis, we have the following claim.
Theorem 5.

The GMD algorithm can be implemented in

0{m+{e+N) loge) time and 0(e+N) space, where e is the
number of boundary sides of obstacles in B, m is the
total number of visited grid nodes of G1" and N is the
total number of searched line segments in G" .

Figure 12 shows how the same example in [23] is solved
using the four variant maze-running algorithms.
of their expanded nodes is shown in Figure 13.

The size
Figure 14

summarizes some experimental results we have conducted with
the randomized obstacles in a 30x40 grid graph.

Column 2,

shortest path length, shows the length of the shortest path
for each example.

The performance of the GMD algorithm is

shown in the last two columns.

For each of Lee algorithm,

Hadlock algorithm, and Soukup algorithm, we give the total
number of the expanded nodes, percentage of the searched
portion over G, and ratio of the corresponding algorithm
over GMD with respect to the searched portion,
respectively.
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Expanded Nodes of the Four Variants for the
Example of Soukup [23]
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Size of Expanded Nodes in Figure 12 for the
Four Variants
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Comparisons of the Experimental Results

CHAPTER 4
A MODIFIED ALGORITHM: LINE-BY-LINE GUIDED MINIMUM DETOUR
ALGORITHM (LGMD)
Let us now consider a modification of the GMD
algorithm.

In the GMD algorithm, the line segments in OLD

are extended node by node and moved immediately into NEW
after the line segments are extended away from the target
node t.

Now, without losing the general features of the

GMD algorithm, we contemplate line-by-line extensions
rather than node-by-node extensions to generate line
segments.

Each line segment in COMPLETE must be from a

base node to a base node except the line segment
constructed by deleting reducible detour.

In other words,

a line segment is extended until a base node is hit.

A 4-

tuple (dir, C, DL, p ) information (refer to the definition
in chapter 2) is assigned to each extended line segment
u—>v. . The line segment that has the lowest detour length
will be chosen for the next extensions.

To implement this

modification, we use a priority queue, called OPEN, to
select the line segment that has the lowest detour length
instead of the queues OLD and NEW in the GMD algorithm.

By

the queue OPEN, the global variable d, detour length, in
the GMD algorithm is not needed.

Such a modified algorithm

is called the Line-by-Line Guided Minimum Detour (LGMD)
36
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algorithm.

The LGMD algorithm not only compromises the

existing GMD algorithm's drawback--the running time--but
also shares the solution optimality of the GMD algorithm.
Following are the detailed procedures of the modified
LGMD algorithm including the above operations.

For the

same example in Figure 12, the generated whole line
segments with sequence numbers and detour lengths by the
LGMD algorithm are shown in Figure 15.

:Trial Line for Deleting Reducible Detour,
■ : Base Node
n1/n2 = Order of Extensions/Detour Length

Figure 15,

Extended Line Segments for the LGMD
Algorithm
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Line-by-Line Guided Minimum Detour (LGMD) Algorithm
// for brevity, "S 4=" and "5 =>" indicate addition to or deletion from S, respectively //
algorithm LGMD (s,t);
1 if s = t then stop;

endif;
2 OPEN 4= s->s; COMPLETE 4= null;

3 while OPEN is not empty do
4
5

OPEN => m->v; COMPLETE 4= w->v;
SEARCH (u->v);

endwhile;
6 if OPEN is empty then stop; // no path from s t o t exists //
end LGMD

procedure SEARCH L (u—>v)\
II let b be the set of nearest unvisited base nodes from v in all possible directions //
1 for each base node w' in b do;
2
3
4

if there is no intersections on v—> w ' then create a line segment v-»w';
if

w'

is t then stop; // a path from s to t is found //

elseif v—

5

makes a detour /*—>m—

if L(v-»wO < L(r->u) then

6

v—>w' := DEL RD (r-»M—»v—»w*);

7

update DL[v—Hv] if necessary;

8

4= v-»w';
endif;

9

else OPEN 4= v—>w';
endif;
endif;

endif;
endfor;
10return();
end SEARCH L

then
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By an analysis similar to that of the GMD algorithm,
we conclude the performance of the LGMD algorithm by the
following theorem.
Theorem 6.

The LGMD algorithm can be implemented in

0 ( (e+N) loge) time and 0(e+N) space, where e is the
number of boundary sides of obstacles in B and N is the
total number of searched line segments in G".

CHAPTER 5
A COMBINED LENGTH AND BENDS SHORTEST' PATH
The objective of this chapter is to develop an
efficient combined length and bends shortest path problem
using the LGMD algorithm shown in chapter 4.

The number of

bends on paths gains more attention recently [2][25].

The

current shortest path algorithms find a shortest path but
leaves the number of bends in the solution path uncertain.
Yang et al. [26] provide a unified approach by constructing
a path-preserving graph guaranteed to preserve all these
kinds of paths and give an 0(k+eloge) algorithm to find
them, where e is the total number of obstacle edges, and k
is the number of intersections between tracks from extreme
point and other tracks.
number of obstacle.

k is bounded 0(ne) where n is the

We will consider, specifically, the

problems of finding a minimum-bend shortest path, a
shortest minimum-bend path without constructing any track
graph.

In the dynamic environment like mobile obstacles,

the track graph (path-preserving) have to be reconstructed
whenever any obstacle is moved.

However, the data

structure for LGMD without track graph needs only a few
operations of insertion or deletion for line segments of a
moved or changed obstacle.

The set of problems to be
40
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considered in this chapter for shortest paths are as
follows (refer to Figure

16):

(i) LGMD_MB: a path with a minimum number of bends
(ii) LGMD_MBS: a path with minimum-bend path whose
length is shortest
(iii) LGMD__SMB: a shortest path with minimum-bend path
The procedures for the LGMD_MB and LGMD_SMB are similar
to the LGMD algorithm in chapter 4.
LGMD_MB algorithm.

Let us discuss the

Each line segment in COMPLETE must be

from a base node to a base node.

For each line segment

u—>v in COMPLETE, a 4-tuple (dir, C, MB, p) information
(refer to the definition in chapter 2 for dir, C, and

p)

is assigned to each extended line segment u-»v, where MB is
a number bends of a path P= (s-»...-»u-»v) , i.e.,
MB [u-»v] =MB (P) .
The line segment that has the lowest number of bends
will be chosen for the next extensions.

We use a priority

queue, called OPEN, to select the line segment that has the
lowest MB as in the LGMD algorithm.

Such a modified

algorithm is called the LGMD_MB algorithm.

The difference

from the LGMD algorithm is that we substitute DL to MB as a
lower bound.
Following are the detailed procedures of the LGMD_MB
algorithm.

For the same example in Figure 12, the

generated whole line segments with generated sequence
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numbers and MB by the LGMD_MB algorithm are shown in Figure
17.

““
—

A Minimum-Bend Path (LGMD_MB)
A Shortest Minimum-Bend Path (LGMD_SMB)
A Minimum-Bend Shortest Path (LGMD_MBS )

Figure 16.

Example of Different Shortest Paths

LGMDJAB Algorithm
// for brevity, "S <= " and "S => " indicate addition to or deletion from S, respectively //
algorithm LGMD MB (s,t);
1 if s = t then stop;

endif;
2 OPEN «=

COMPLETE <= null;

3 while OPEN is not empty do
4

OPEN => w—>v; COMPLETE <= m->v;

5

SEARCH (m->v);

endwhile;
6 if OfTi/V is empty then stop; // no path from ^ to f exists //
end LGMD MB
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procedure SEARCH MB (m—>v);
// let b be the set of nearest unvisited base nodes from v in all possible directions //
1 for each base node w' in b do;
2
3
4

if there is no intersections on v—>wrthen create a line segment v—>w';
if w' is t then stop; // a path from 5 to t is found II
elseif v—

makes a detour r-$u—>v-»w' then

5

if L(v—>wr) < L(r—>u) then

6

v—>w' := DEL RD (r—

7

update MB\v->w] if necessary;

8

OPEN <= v-»w';

>v—

endif;
9

else OPEN <= v—>w';
endif;
endif;
endif;
endfor;

10return();
end SEARCH MB

By an analysis similar to that of the LGMD algorithm,
we conclude the performance of the LGMD_MB algorithm by the
following theorem.
Theorem 7.

The LGMD_MB algorithm can be implemented in

0 ( (e+N)loge) time and 0{e+N) space, where e is the
number of boundary sides of obstacles in B and N is the
total number of searched line segments in G".
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Extended Line Segments for the LGMD_MB
Algorithm

The procedures for the LGMD_MBS algorithm is same to
the LGMD_MB algorithm except the lower bound.

For each

line segment u—>v in COMPLETE, a 5-tuple (dir, C, DL, MB,
p) information is assigned to each extended line segment
u—>v.

Among the line segments that have the lowest MB, a

line segment with the lowest DL will be chosen for the next
extensions.
Similarly, the procedures for the LGMD_SMB algorithm
can find a shortest path with minimum number of bends using
a 5-tuple (dir, C, DL, MB, p) information for each line
segment u—>v in COMPLETE.

Among the line segments that
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have the lowest DL, a line segment with the lowest MB will
be chosen for the next extensions.
By an analysis similar to that of the LGMD_MB
algorithm, the performance of the LGMD_MBS algorithm and
the LGMD_SMB algorithm are concluded by the following
theorem.
Theorem 8.

The LGMD_MBS (or LGMD_SMB) algorithm can be

implemented in 0( (e+J\T) logs) time and 0(e+N) space,
where e is the number of boundary sides of obstacles in
B and N is the total number of searched line segments
in G " .

CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We introduced a heuristic approach to find rectilinear
(Lx) shortest path with presence of obstacles.

The GMD

algorithm combines the best features of maze-running
algorithms and line-search algorithms.

The LGMD algorithm

is a modification of the GMD algorithm that improves on its
efficiency.

A comparison

of the new algorithms with the

existing algorithms is presented in Figure 18.
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A*

Bounds on the Algorithms Discussed in the
Previous Sections

Let us compare the LGMD algorithm with the algorithm
given by Wu et al. [24].

Before the search for a shortest

path from s to t starts, the algorithm in [24] constructs a
grid-like track graph GT. The space for storing GT is
46
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0(e+k) , and the time for constructing GT and finding a
shortest path from s to t is 0({e+k)logfc) , where e is the
total number of boundary sides of obstacles, k is the
number of nodes in GT, and t is the total number of extreme
edges in the obstacles (for the definition of extreme
edges, refer to [24]).

Our LGMD algorithm takes 0(e+N)

space and 0((e+N)loge) time.

In the worst case, t=0(e),

k=0(e2), and the space and time complexities of the
algorithm in [24] are 0{e2) and O(e2loge).

The performance

of our LGMD algorithm depends on N, the total number of
searched edges in G".

Even though in the worst case G"

contains 0(e2) edges, since our LGMD algorithm does not
have a preprocessing phase for generating G", the total
number N of searched edges tends to be much smaller than
0(e2).

The use of detour length, "don't change direction"

heuristic for guided A*, and reducible detour deletion
operations for finding "shortcuts" is another factor
resulting a small N.

Therefore, our LGMD algorithm can be

expected to outperform the algorithm given in [24].
Since the detour length as a lower bound in our
algorithms can be substituted for the number of bends in
the rectilinear link metric [2][11][25] or the channel
wiring density [3], our algorithms can be easily extended
to these problems.

We consider the problem of finding a
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shortest path in terms of the number of bends and combined
length and bends in chapter 5.
Our heuristic approach is designed for one-time query.
If, however, the repetitive mode is needed in some
applications, the heuristic search method in both the GMD
and the LGMD algorithm can be performed on a connection
graph G" for the repetitive-mode queries [26].
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